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Mate choice

Evolution is the consequence of three properties of species: variation, selection
and inheritance. There is a random variation of characteristics wihtin individ-
uals in a species population that makes them neither exactly similar nor very
different from each other. The environment selects for those individuals that
gain most access to resources that enhance their abiltiy to survive and repro-
duce. The offspring of these selected individuals inherit charcteristics similar to
their parents through genes that are passed on from one generation to the next.
These three properties are also necessary conditions for the evolution of species
through natural selection to proceed (Björklund 2005).

The natural selection of individuals to participate in the evolution of a species
is a balancing combination of traits for survival selection and traits for sexual
selection. The ”fitness” of an individual concerns the ability to survive in its
environment long enough to reach reproductive age combined with its ability to
mate successfully enough to pass on its genes to the next generation. The greater
the fitness the more descendents and individual has. The fitness can strongly
influence both the appearance and behavior of the individuals in a species.
Sexual selection for mating success consists of two processes: the intrasexual
competition for mates, eg. between males, and the intersexual choice of mates,
eg. by females for males. Competition for mates can lead to selection for greater
fighting ability which can lead to, for example, the develpment of bodily weapons
such as antlers for use against other males and larger body size compared to
feamles, so called sexual dimorphism. Choice of mates, often by females, can
be the dominant sexual selection process in many species. Mate choice can be
carried out, for example, by selecting those with good parenting traits, such as
possession of good feeding territory, or avoid obvious signs of sickness, such as
parasite infestations (Stearns & Hoekstra 2002).

However this essay deals with the more subtle processes of mate choice that
might have led to the development of the human brain and mind. Sexual se-
lection’s female mate choice process can also select for males that other females
prefer to mate with: the sexy son hypothesis. Also female choice can concen-
trate on honest signals of health that infer good genes. Handicaps can be placed
on survival ability that are hard to fake: the good gene or handicap hypothesis.
Both these subtle processes can lead to exaggerated male traits and the coevo-
lution of female ”cheater detection” abilities (Wagner 2002). It is these sexual
selection mate choice processes that may have lead to the increased brain size
and enhanced mental abilities that humans possess today (Ridley 2000).
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Figure 1: Homo habilis (left) and Homo erectus (right) skulls.

Brain size

The dramatic increase in the Homo lineage’s brain size is shown in Figure 0.2
of Oppenhiemer (2003). The rapid growth in brain size started from the 400cc
Australopithicines of 2.5 million years ago. A spurt in brain volume occurred
over the next 1 million years beginning with Homo habilis from 600cc to 800cc.
Then the majority of the increase from about 800cc to 1200cc occured with
Homo erectus (see Fig.1). A gradual increase occurred thereafter culminating
in the european lineages Homo Heidelbergensis and Homo Neanderthalensis

which peaked with a volume of about 1500cc. Modern day humans have the
slightly reduced cranial size of 1400cc. Present human brain size owes much of
its development to occurances before 1.5 million million years ago. What drove
this increase?

It is here that sexual selection’s mate choice offers a plausable explanation.
The sudden increase in brain volume in the Homo lineage, not in other apes,
could be explained by runaway sexual selection (Fisher 1930). The runaway
hypothesis initially requires that mate choice can select for mental traits that
are correlated with and therefore can increase reproducive success. Mental traits
can be fitness indicators. Selection for mental traits is a random process that
can lead to wildly divergent outcomes. The Homo lineage selected for increased
intelligence whereas other ape species could have selected for other mental traits.
Selection for intelligence could have been weighted towards the human lineage
because of its unique mating system which is the mostly monogamous pair
bonding of all apes together with the practice of shared parental child rearing.
Selection for intelligence mental traits can lead to adaptions, ie. where all
individuals in a population have these selected intelligence traits.

Then runaway sexual selection, with the above intial conditions, locks onto
these intelligence traits that increase reproducive success and accelerates the
rate of adaptation, so these traits can become extremely elaborate. It is known
that the higher brain funtions, including intelligence, are positioned in the
frontal lobes and it is these areas that have contributed most to the brains
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encepalization. This could lead to the positve allometry noticed in the hu-
man brain volume compared to body size. Finally this runaway process may
overshoot its adaptive peak and the survival selection part of natural selection
would then interceed to limit these adaptations (Wright 1969). By such a run-
away process the dramatic increase in the brain volume of the Homo habilis

and Homo erectus lineages could be explained.

However using only the runaway process would have lead to marked differences
in brain size and intelligence between the sexes. This is not observed in modern
humans. Runaway may have started the brain spurt process but it is thought
that mutual mate choice, rather than just female mate choice, would lead to
the similarities that we observe today in male and female human brain size and
intelligence (Miller 2000).

Figure 2: Peacock and peahen (left) and Peacocks tail (right).

The mind

Attempts to understand the human mind in evolutionary terms, as above, is the
approach of Evolutionary Psychology (EP). EP notes that modern humans or
Homo sapiens sapiens first evolved about 100 000 years ago in the savannas of
Africa. This is called their environment of evolutionary adaptiveness (EEA). It
is assumed that they lived as hunter gatherers in small groups, had stone age
technology , a short life expectancy and a high infant mortality rates. From
these EEA assumptions it is argued that the mental traits in humans today are
adapted for this sort of lifestle. So our behaviour is an expression of mental
trait adaptations from this EEA. As such our brains have special modules in
which these mental traits reside that were selected for long ago. A prediction
of EP is that the creative intelligence of the human mind could evolve from the
courtship adaptations of sexual selection’s mutual mate choice.

The use of sexual selection to explain the characteristics of the human mind
usually starts with the analogy of the peacocks tail (see Fig.2). It is assumed
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that some time in the past the peacock’s plumage had just as drab colours as
todays female. Peahens then started to prefer slightly more colourful males.
This could be because colour handicapped males who, if they were able to
survive, must show superior stamina against preditors (Zahavi 1975). Hence
colour became a fitness indicator. This initial female preference was taken over
by Fisher’s runaway process. Any females who happened to prefer less colourful
males would produce less colourful and desirable sons. So the bright tails of
the peacocks would grow to todays magnificent examples of handicap against
predators as well as symmetry and colours showing absence of parasites. The
same sexual selection process is said to produce one of the defining human
characteristics of the Homo sapien brain: an art loving mind.

Why do we spend so much time on mental activities that have no obvious
connection to survival? Making and appreciating music, singing, dance, poetry,
painting and litterature consume the spare time of humans, especially in our
youth ie. sexually active years. However these activites have little in common
with the ordinary food, clothing and shelter survival demands of life. Sexual
selection posits that our minds evolved not just as survival machines but as
courtship machines.

Figure 3: Homo erectus hand axes from 1.5 million years ago.

Mental traits, such as artist ability, are said to be fitness indicators, or honest
signals of phenotypic fitness. As such they can’t be faked and are reliable
indicators of the health and the genetic quality of a potential mate. These
mental traits should be costly to produce and typicallly be produced by sexually
mature human males. These mental traits should also be easy to see. Starting
with well made survival artifacts, such as hand axes (Fig.3), certain mental
traits would begin to incorporate artful decorations on these objects. This would
indicate good hand-eye coordination and imagination. The resultant works are
characteristic of sexually selection features that males show off to a desirable
sexual partner. Those males with strong manifestations of these ”beauty-as-
virtuosity” mental traits (Boas 1955) will mate more often with those females
that could appreciate these traits. So their offspring would have even stronger
disposition for artisitic creativity.

It is not only the human mind’s love of art that is thought to be sexuallly se-
lected. Other fundumental traits of the human mind such as morality, language
and creativity can also be explained so. Mate choice provides a way of explain-
ing the development of a moral sense, or acts of altruism, in humans that is
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complementary to kin selections and reciprocal altruism theory. Altruistic acts
such as sympathy, kindness, sexual fidelity, moral leadership, magnanimity, ro-
mantic gift-giving and sportsmanship are sexually attractive because they are
fitness indicators for good genes. These signs of generosity or even heroism are
handicaps which can only be afforded by ”fit” individuals. Mate choice then
acts as a ”moral filter” selecting for altruistic acts (such as bravery, leadership,
stoicism, sacrifice and good manners) down through the generations.

Language has been shown to be a genetically based psychological adapta-
tion (Pinker 1994, Pinker 1997). Complex acoustic signals developed in almost
all other species as courtship displays (Merker 2000). It has been shown by
Richards and Ogden in the 1920s that only an 850 word vocabulary is needed
for all modern day survival needs, even for writing astronomy and biology text
books. However the average human has a 60 000 word vocabulary. Human ver-
bal courtship mutually advertises the mental traits for speaking, listening, think-
ing, remembering, story-telling and joke making. The time taken in courtship
activities enables prospective mates the opportunity to assess verbal ability, cre-
ativity and intelligence and so to reject dumb and boring mumblers. Language
gave a clearer window on the human mind so that the mind became more easily
shaped by mate choice (Werner & Todd 1996). The sexual selection feedback
loop between mate choice, language ability, and creative intelligence produces
the adaptations of large vocabularies that are reliable indicators of heritable
mental fitness.

Finally, creativity is a human mental trait that can also be subjected to sex-
ual selection’s mate choice. Initially unpredictable behaviour in an individual
would confuse preditors and give a survival advantage. Within a species those
individuals that exhibitied unpredictable behaviour would be harder to manip-
ulate and so gain social and reproductive advantages over. Mate choice could
then select for this fitness trait that would confer social advantages and reliable
indicators of creativity would evolve. This randomness mental trait, randomly
activating and recombining ideas, is thought to be the basis for human creativ-
ity. A good sense of humour is possibly the most sexually attractive variety of
creativity and so a romantic comedy might be the best way of describing the
evolution of the human mind. Playful behaviour with its time and energy costs
is an indicator of youth, fertility and health. Playfulnss can be a physical mani-
festation of the creativity mental trait and so can be favoured by sexual selection
as a fitness indicator. The playfulness fitness indicator can also be applied to
”quieter” creative academic persuits such as in the sciences or arts. Here it is
geneally the sheer productive energy of leaders in their field that results in these
individuals’ large number of works, some of which are great and give them their
fame. Hence sexual selection for creativity may explain why most people prefer
fiction to non-fiction and religious myth to scientific evidence (Miller 2000).

”Just so!” stories?

Are these explanations of sexually selected human mental traits just describing
plausable scenarios? Is there evidence to back up the assumptons of our EEA?
Have our minds been selected for by the changing environment over longer
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peiods of time? Has later human culture influenced the development of the
brain? Attempts at scientifically testing the hypotheses of the theory of the
sexually selected human mind through mate choice have already been made.

Firstly, that sexual selection through mate choice is judged as a viable and
important description of human behaviour can be seen by the many authors
supporting the theory involved in a recent long response article in the journal
Science (Dall et al. 2006). Studies have been made of the assumptions of EP
such as the mental module (Yamagishi et al. 2003). Research has even been
conducted into science and art achievments as a cultural display product of
sexual competition for mates (Kanazawa 2000). Sexual choice as a theory for the
development of the human mind is a vibrant field, a theory in the making. The
latest indications from scientific journals suggest strong evidence that mental
traits of the human mind were sexually selected for through mate choice.
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